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Inspired by the tachyon-free non-supersymmetric heterotic SO(16)×SO(16) string we consider
a special class of non-supersymmetric field theories: Those that can be obtained from supersym-
metric field theories by supersymmetry breaking twists. We argue that such theories, like their
supersymmetric counter parts, may still possess some fermionic symmetries as left-overs of the
super gauge transformations and have special one-loop non-renormalization properties due to holo-
morphicity. In addition, we extend the supergraph techniques to these theories to calculate some
explicit supersymmetry-breaking corrections.
INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a very powerful proposed
symmetry between bosons and fermions. Any SUSY ex-
tension of a field theory has an effectively doubled spec-
trum. E.g., the minimal SUSY extension of the standard
model (SM) of particle physics, the so-called MSSM, con-
tains gauginos, squarks and sleptons as the superpartners
of the SM gauge fields, quarks and leptons. Since, so far
no experimental evidence for such superpartners has been
found, one could take the point of view, that SUSY is sim-
ply irrelevant for physics beyond the SM. In this Letter
we point out that there exists a class of non-SUSY field
theories that share quite a few of the amazing properties
of SUSY models.
Surprisingly, the existence of such non-SUSY theories
can be motivated by string theory: There exist perfectly
well-defined (e.g. modular invariant, anomaly-free and
tachyon-free) non-SUSY string theories, like the heterotic
SO(16)×SO(16) string [1, 2], which can be taken as the
starting point for non-SUSY heterotic model building [3–
7]. The non-SUSY SO(16)×SO(16) theory is closely re-
lated to the SUSY E8×E8 and SO(32) strings, as the
following two key observations show [2]:
A.) The string partition functions of the SUSY E8×E8
and the non-SUSY SO(16)×SO(16) string theories
are identical up to some generalized torsion phases.
B.) The SO(16)×SO(16) string can be obtained from
either the SUSY SO(32) or E8×E8 by appropriately
chosen SUSY-breaking (SUSY) twists.
The former we take as a strong indication that also the
non-SUSY heterotic string should possess a number of
striking features. (Further support for this is provided
by the fact that the vacuum energy is finite [1, 8], mis-
aligned supersymmetry features [9, 10] and computation
of gauge thresholds [11, 12].) To exhibit and generalize
them we take inspiration from point B.) and construct
non-SUSY models from SUSY field theories by applying
SUSY twists to them.
Letter overview
Since our main source of inspiration is provided by the
non-SUSY tachyon-free SO(16)×SO(16) string, we recall
some of its properties, like its relation to the heterotic
SUSY strings. Next, we introduce the 4D N=1 super-
space formalism to provide us with a convenient frame-
work to describe possible SUSY twists. In particular,
we argue that the surviving fermionic parts of the su-
per gauge transformations can be interpreted as novel
fermionic symmetries. Moreover, we show that super-
graph methods can be easily extended to non-SUSY the-
ories by introducingSUSY-twist compatible superspace
delta functions. In addition, we show that the superpo-
tential is still a convenient concept as it does not renor-
malize at the one-loop level. However, already at this
order the fact that such theories are not SUSY is com-
municated: “soft”-SUSY breaking operators are induced.
THE HETEROTIC SO(16)×SO(16) STRING
The massless 10D spectrum of the non-SUSY tachyon-
free heterotic SO(16)×SO(16) is given by [2]:
Fields Space-time interpretation
GMN , BMN , φ Graviton, two-form, dilaton
AA
′
M , A
A′′
M Gauge fields in the (120,1) + (1,120)
Ψ a
′
L , Ψ
a′′
L Spinors in the (128,1) + (1,128)
Ψm
′n′′
R Cospinors in the (16,16)
Here, the single and double primes distinguish vector
(m′,m′′ = 1, . . . , 16), spinor (a′, a′′ = 1, . . . , 128) and
anti-symmetric adjoint (A′ = [m′, n′], A′′ = [m′′, n′′]) in-
dices of the first and second SO(16) factor, respectively,
and M,N are 10D Lorentz indices. Clearly, this spec-
trum is not supersymmetric: For example, there are no
fermions in the gravitational sector and the gauginos of
the SO(16)×SO(16) gauge fields are absent.
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2A. Partition functions of the SO(16)×SO(16) and
E8×E8 theories
The string partition functions encode the full string
spectra. Following [13], let Zx8 denote the real par-
tition function corresponding to the 10D coordinate
fields in light-cone gauge and Ẑd the modular covari-
ant holomorphic partition functions associated to world-
sheet fermions with Ramond and Neveu-Schwarz bound-
ary conditions associated to the three spin structures
s, t, u = 0, 1.
Then, the non-SUSY heterotic SO(16)×SO(16) string
has a one-loop torus partition function given by
ZSO(16)2 = −
1
8
∑
T ·Zx8 · Ẑ4
[
s
s′
]
· Ẑ8
[
t
t′
]
· Ẑ8
[
u
u′
]
, (1)
which is identical to that of the SUSY heterotic E8×E8
string
ZE28 = −
1
8
∑
Zx8 · Ẑ4
[
s
s′
]
· Ẑ8
[
t
t′
]
· Ẑ8
[
u
u′
]
, (2)
except that (1) has additional generalized torsion phases,
T = Ttorsion · Tchiral with
Ttorsion = (−)st′−s′t(−)su′−s′u(−)tu′−t′u ,
Tchiral = −(−)s′s+s′+s(−)t′t+t′+t(−)u′u+u′+u .
(3)
They modify the GSO projections such that all SUSYs
are broken [2, 13].
Visualizing lattice sums
Torus partition functions can be represented as sums
over the d-dimensional root (Rd), vector (Vd), spinor
(Sd) and cospinor (Cd) lattices [13]. The lattice sums of
the heterotic E8×E8 theory can be visualized as:
fermions
s ut ⊗⊗
bosons
E8 E8Space-Time
S4 S8 S8
R8R8V4
The two tensor products imply that there are eight sec-
tors in total. Flipping the spin structures t or u takes
us from the SO(16) root lattice R8 to the spinorial lat-
tice S8, which combined form the E8 root lattice. The
spin structure s generates the E8×E8 SUSY spectrum:
flipping the spin structure s interchanges bosons and
fermions.
Similarly, one can visualize the partition function of
the non-SUSY SO(16)×SO(16) string (1) by:
u
t uu ts
S4⊗R8⊗ S8
s
S4⊗ S8⊗R8 V4⊗S8⊗ S8
C4⊗V8⊗V8
C4⊗C8⊗C8
u
R4⊗C8⊗V8
V4⊗R8⊗R8
t
R4⊗V8⊗C8
t
s
s
Flipping the spin structure s now not only exchanges
the V4, R4 and the C4, S4 lattices, but at the same
time the internal lattices get modified. This means that
the bosons and fermions, that are related to each other
by s–flips, live in different SO(16)×SO(16) representa-
tions. Similarly, the spin structures t and u do not only
change the gauge representations, but also the target-
space statistics.
This diagram visualizes the symmetries between whole
towers of string states; different mass states are mapped
to each other. To see what remains of this structure at
the massless level, we redraw the diagram, but this time
only indicate the 10D charged massless spectrum:
(128,1)+
(120,1) + (1,120)
s
(16,16)−
st su
(1,128)+
FIG. 1. Spin-structure flips at the charged massless level
This diagram suggests that the SO(16)×SO(16) gauge
fields are related to the bi-fundamental (16,16) fermions
by the s-flip. Moreover, simultaneously flipping the spin
structures, s and t, or, s and u, seems to relate the gauge
fields to the fermions in the spinor representations of ei-
ther SO(16) gauge group factor.
B. Supersymmetry-breaking twists
Next, we recall that the non-SUSY SO(16)×SO(16)
theory can be obtained from both SO(32) and E8×E8
theories by applying appropriateSUSY twists [2, 6, 14]:
E8×E8 string SO(32) strings
10D non-SUSY
10D SUSY
SUSYI. II.
10D SUSY
SO(16)×SO(16) string
3In fact, one can understand the full massless spectrum of
the SO(16)×SO(16) string as untwisted sectors of these
SUSY twists only. In the redrawn diagram below we
indicate which fields of the E8×E8 and SO(32) super-
Yang-Mills (SYM) theories survive (even) or disappear
(odd) under theSUSY twists:
SUSYI. II.
10D non-SUSY string
AA
′
M , A
A′′
M Ψ
n′m′′
R even
Am
′n′′
M Ψ
A′
R ,Ψ
A′′
R odd
SUSY
E8×E8 SO(32)
SUSY
AA
′
M , A
A′′
M Ψ
a′
L,Ψ
a′′
L ,Ψ
n′m′′
R
AA
′
M , A
A′′
M Ψ
a′
L,Ψ
a′′
L even
Aa
′
M , A
a′′
M Ψ
A′
L ,Ψ
A′′
L odd
Via both routes the SO(16)×SO(16) gauge fields survive
as they are always even. In addition, the fermions in
the spinor representations survive the SUSY projection
of the E8×E8 theory, while the bi-fundamental fermions
survives theSUSY projection of the SO(32) theory.
TWISTING 4D N=1 SUPERSPACE
Next we want to develop a convenient formalism to
describe suchSUSY twists in a general context and shed
light on the fermionic symmetries alluded above. To this
end we turn to the N=1 superfield formalism in 4D (fol-
lowing the conventions of [15]). The dynamical compo-
nents of the vector multiplets are V = (Aµ, λα) and of
chiral superfields Φ = (z, ψα) using 4D Minkowski in-
dices µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and Weyl spinor indices α, α˙ = 1, 2.
The chiral super gauge parameters Λ = (α, ρα) of the 4D
N=1 super gauge transformations,
e2V → e2Λ e2V e2Λ , Φ→ %(e−2Λ) Φ , (4)
take values in the Lie algebra g. The group homomor-
phism % defines the representation R in which the chiral
superfields Φ live.
The SUSY breaking twist can be represented on N=1
4D superspace (xµ, θα, θ¯α˙) as a reflection of the Grass-
mann coordinates [6]:
θα → −θα , θ¯α˙ → −θ¯α˙ , xµ → xµ . (5)
This corresponds to a particular Z2 orbifold of super-
space. The twist action can be extended to the super-
fields as:
V (θ) → V (−θ) = Z V (θ)Z ,
Φ(θ) → Φ(−θ) = Z Φ(θ) ,
(6)
where Z is an unitary matrix that squares to the identity
with a consistent choice for Z = %(Z).
The induced action on the super gauge parameters,
Λ(θ) → Λ(−θ) = Z Λ(θ)Z , (7)
splits the gauge algebra g in even g+ and odd g− parts.
Since
[g+, g+] ⊂ g+ , [g+, g−] ⊂ g− , [g−, g−] ⊂ g+ , (8)
the even part g+ ⊂ g is a subalgebra, which identifies
the unbroken gauge interactions: The remaining gauge
parameters α and gauge fields Aµ reside in g+; the sur-
viving gauginos live in g−.
Similarly, the representation R is decomposed in even
R+ and odd R− parts: The surviving complex scalars
z reside in R+, while the surviving fermions are in R−.
This can have serious consequences: Even if the original
SUSY theory is anomaly-free, the fermionic spectrum af-
ter the SUSY projection will in general be anomalous.
The non-SUSY heterotic string solves this problem in an
elegant way: The untwisted fermionic sectors under the
SUSY twists of the SUSY E8×E8 or SO(32) theories are
anomalous separately, but when combined an anomaly-
free spectrum is obtained. Similar pairs of SUSY theo-
ries, that uponSUSY twists give the same bosonic spec-
trum and complementary fermionic spectra which are
anomaly-free when combined, are expected to exist in
general.
Fermionic transformations
Also the fermionic parameters ρα ∈ g− of the super
gauge transformations (4) survive theSUSY twist. If we
employ the Wess-Zumino (WZ) gauge: V | != D2V | != 0
and χα =
1√
2
DαV | != 0, they e.g. correspond to the fol-
lowing fermionic transformations:
δχα = ρα , δλα = − 1√2 
α˙β˙σmαα˙ [Am, ρ¯β˙ ] . (9)
For simplicity we have given only the non-trivial trans-
formations. Note that the fermionic transformations (9)
do not preserve the WZ gauge.
This can be generalized to chiral superfields: To obtain
non-trivial fermionic variations among their remaining
components we need non-Abelian super gauge transfor-
mations before theSUSY twist with Z 6= ±1 .
A related modification of SUSY was proposed in [16]:
There the SUSY generators were combined with some
derivatives in additional internal directions. However,
here we do not construct some intricate modification
of SUSY, but rather we consider a substructure of the
SUSY-gauge algebra defined by the fermionic parts of the
super gauge transformations. For this reason our result is
not in conflict with the Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius the-
orem [17]. Fermionic symmetries evading this theorem
were suggested for adjoint-QCD theories in the large N
limit where their S-matrices become trivial [18, 19].
4Supergraphs on twisted superspace
The methods of supergraphs (see e.g. [20]) can be ap-
plied immediately to SUSY-twisted theories when one
uses twist compatible superspace delta functions. (This is
inspired by the construction of orbifold compatible delta
functions in [21, 22].) They arise naturally by introduc-
ing chiral sources Ja associated with Φa. Since they need
to have the same twist properties (5), their functional
derivatives,
δJ2
a
δJ1b
= − 14D
2
2
(
δ˜21
)a
b , (10)
give rise to SUSY-twist compatible superspace delta
functions:(
δ˜21
)a
b =
1
2 δ
4
21
{
(θ2 − θ1)4δab + (θ2 + θ1)4Zab
}
. (11)
Here, the subscripts 1, 2 labels two different superspace
coordinate systems, δ421 = δ
4(x2 − x1) is the 4D delta
function and chirality of the functional derivatives is en-
sured by − 14D
2
.
EXAMPLES OFSUSY-TWISTED THEORIES
4D SU(2) super-Yang-Mills
To illustrate this procedure we consider a 4D N=1
SU(2) SYM theory. The vector superfield V is coupled
to an adjoint chiral superfield Φ = (z, ψα, F ) with the
auxiliary field F . We define theSUSY twist to act as
Φ(θ) → Φ(−θ) = σ3 Φ(θ)σ3 , (12)
and the same for V . To investigate which components
survive, decompose e.g. the chiral superfield as
Φ = Φ(0)+ σ3 + Φ
(±)
− σ± , (13)
using the basis σi = σ3, σ± and a sum over ± is implied.
The unbroken U(1) charges, 12σ3, are indicated in brack-
ets; when the U(1) charge is irrelevant we suppress the
charges and interpret Φ− as a two-component vector:
Chiral Surviving U(1)
superfield bosons fermions charge
Φ+ =
(
Φ(0)+
)
z, F – 0
Φ− =
(
Φ(+)− ,Φ
(−)
−
)
–
(
ψ(+)α , ψ
(−)
α
) (
+1,−1)
The surviving bosonic and fermionic components are in-
dicated in this table. Contrary to the generic situation, in
which theSUSY twist leads to an anomalous spectrum,
in this case the resulting fermionic spectrum is anomaly
free by itself.
Given the U(1) charge assignment the most general
superpotential after theSUSY twist would be
W = t+ Φ+ +
1
2 (m± + λ±Φ+) Φ
2
± , (14)
where Φ2− := Φ
(+)
− Φ
(−)
− . Demanding invariance under the
fermionic symmetries induced by (4):
δψ(±)α = ±4 ρ(±)α z , δF = ±2 (ρ(±))α ψ(∓)α , (15)
and δz = 0, one finds various coupling relations:
t+ = 0 , m+ = m− , 3λ+ = 2λ− . (16)
Hence, the construction of the non-SUSY theory with a
fermionic symmetry is highly restrictive. In fact, if we
start with an SU(2) invariant superpotential:
WSU(2) =
1
2 m tr Φ
2 , (17)
we find that λ± = 0 by inserting (13), since there is no
cubic superpotential for SU(2): Φ2 ∼ 1 2 for SU(2) and
the Pauli matrices σi are traceless.
10D SUSY heterotic theories
The SUSY twist of N=1 4D superspace can be ex-
tended to the 10D SYM theories [23, 24] that arise from
the heterotic strings: In these cases one has vector multi-
plets V and three chiral superfields Φi, i = 1, 2, 3, in the
adjoint of either E8×E8 or SO(32). Their components
define gauge fields AM = (Aµ, Ai = zi) and gauginos
Ψ = (λ, ψi) which are all functions of the full 10D space-
time coordinates, xM = (xµ, xi, x¯i). The 4D N=1 super
gauge transformations are extended to
e2V → e2Λ e2V e2Λ , Φi → e−2Λ
(
Φi + ∂i
)
e2Λ . (18)
Hence, the fermionic components ρa
′
α of Λ survive the
SUSY twist of the E8×E8 theory leading to fermionic
transformations, like
δψa
′
i α = 2 ∂iρ
a′
α − (ΣA′)a
′
b′ ρ
b′
α z
A′
i , (19)
where ΣA are the SO(16) spin generators. These are pre-
cisely the variations suggested by the st-flip in FIG. 1.
Also to the other spin-structure flips we can associate
fermionic transformations: The su-flip is obtained by
replacing ′ →′′; the s-flip corresponds to the fermionic
transformations with ρm
′n′′
α surviving the
SUSY twist of
the SO(32) theory.
QUANTUM CORRECTIONS
In this final section we show that suchSUSY-twisted
theories still possess some remarkable quantum proper-
ties. To this end we consider a simple SUSY theory
S =
∫
d4x
{ 1
2
∫
d4θΦ±Φ± +
∫
d2θW + h.c.
}
, (20)
5with the superpotential (14) involving one even, Φ+, and
one odd, Φ−, chiral superfield.
One loop non-renormalization of the superpotential
After theSUSY twist the resulting theory is non-SUSY
(though for special spectrum and coupling choices acci-
dental SUSY cancellations may occur), nevertheless there
are some remarkable non-renormalization results: As can
be seen by a component analysis, the superpotential does
not renormalize at one loop. For example, the F -term
tadpole
· · ·
· · ·
z
z
F
loop cannot be closed
F
F
simply cannot be closed. Here the dotted lines refer to
the auxiliary fields and the dashed lines to the scalar
components of the chiral superfields Φ+. Also in the
SUSY context the one-loop non-renormalization is not
a consequence of boson/fermion degeneracy but only of
holomorphicity [25]. Similar non-renormalization results
were recently observed for higher dimensional operators
in effective field theories [26].
However, beyond one-loop the non-SUSY superpoten-
tial interactions are not protected anymore. Two-loop
diagrams, like
F z
z
F
z F
z F z
z
ψ
ψ ψ
ψ
,
do not cancel, unless we invoke accidental SUSY cancel-
lations referred to above.
Chiral superfield tadpole
At the one-loop explicit SUSY corrections are being
generated. As an illustration we calculate the z-tadpole
usingSUSY-twist compatible supergraphs:
T =
D2
−42 Φ+
Φ± (21)
(sum over ± implied). The D2−42 on the external line
ensures that we compute the z-tadpole (without it we
would reproduce the vanishing F -tadpole). Inserting the
explicit expression for theSUSY-twist compatible super-
space delta function (11) in the resulting expression,
T = 14 λ±
∫
(d4xd4θ)12
[
D2
−42Φ+
]
1
δ˜12
[
m±
−|m±|2
D
2
−4
]
2
δ˜12 ,
gives rise to two types of contributions: One involves the
ordinary Grassmann delta function (θ2 − θ1)4 giving a
vanishing contribution; while the other (θ2 + θ1)
4 leads
to a spurion θ2 insertion after integrating out one set of
Grassmann variables. Extracting the divergent part we
obtain
Tdiv = ∓ 12 λ±m±
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
1
q2 + |m±|2
∫
d4x z . (22)
using that
∫
d4θ θ2 D
2
−42Φ+ = z and Z± = ±1. For
a partially accidental SUSY tuning of the couplings,
λ+m+ = λ−m−, the quadratic divergences cancel; when
also m− = m+ the tadpole vanishes entirely.
One-loop induced “soft”-terms
As demonstrated by the supergraph calculation above
SUSY effects can be induced. Such “soft” terms [27] can
be parameterized using the spurion θ2 as
S“soft” =
∫
d4xd2θ θ2 W˜ , (23)
where W˜ = t˜+ Φ+ +
1
2 (m˜± + λ˜±Φ+) Φ
2
± has the same
structure as the superpotential (14) but with different
couplings. For the following reason we put the borrowed
terminology of “softness” in quotation marks: Contrary
to soft-terms in SUSY theories, tadpoles (like (21)) may,
in fact, be quadratically divergent for the class of non-
SUSY theories under investigation.
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